In any consideration of the character, and the necessarily related matter of the government, of the towns of León-Castilla during this period it is customary to distinguish between those of the trans-Duero region and those of the older, more settled parts of the realm. The former, which will be considered first in this chapter, are usually described as essentially frontier fortresses whose populations were mainly dependent on stockraising and to a lesser extent on local agriculture. Such commercial development as they displayed was secondary at best and often in the hands of minorities of Jews and Muslims.\(^1\)

The government of these towns is also described as distinctive. We have already seen in the preceding chapter the dearth of evidence for the ordinary officialdom of territorial government such as is found north of the Duero. There are no counts discernible, nor castellans, nor, except at Toledo and Salamanca, bishops until they begin to be provided late in the reign. Instead, for the most part, the government of the towns constituted the territorial government too, as the alfoz, or surrounding countryside subject to it, stretched out almost endlessly into the meseta. This town government is regarded as unique, with the town council, under the crown, and its officers as the central instrument of political authority.\(^2\)

This general description, as it pertains to the reign of Urraca, needs substantial modification. The difficulty is with its details, which more recent scholarship has called increasingly \(^3\) into question. These details have been elaborated largely by close textual analysis of the surviving fueros, or charters, of the towns, an attractive, indeed almost irresistible process, for the fueros address the subject of government fairly directly rather than incidentally or obliquely as do the private and ecclesiastical documents. In addition, the latter have often been inaccessible even when preserved. Generally speaking, private documents of the eleventh and first quarter of the twelfth century are scant for the trans-Duero region.

Still, it has been a long time since it was pointed out that originally the fueros were never complete law codes, that they grew by accretion and deletion according to political and legal necessity, and that the texts that remain are late ones with a tangled manuscript tradition.\(^4\) The full implications of these facts, however, have only rather recently begun to be demonstrated in a series of intensive studies of the fueros of Medinaceli, León, Sahagún, and Toledo.\(^4\) The result is that major dating problems confront almost every particular provision in the fueros, and thus the question of the development of town government institutions simply cannot \(^5\) rely, for chronological purposes, on examination of them alone. For this reason, the attempt to detail here as much as possible of town government in the trans-Duero during the reign of Urraca relies principally on the documents of the time, with attention to the fueros themselves only when they clarify conditions.

The survey begins with Toledo because of its transcendent position as the old Visigothic capital. The city was almost unique among the towns of the region, however, for it had a long-established bishopric
that exercised the ordinary ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the times. In addition, Archbishop Bernard enjoyed the prestige of a long and close association with the crown in the person of Alfonso VI, then with his daughter Urraca, and finally with her son Alfonso Raimúndez. When present in the city he must have been the chief royal officer there in fact if not in title. His secular influence would have also been bolstered, as was that of any bishop ordinarily, by the likelihood that he was, as bishop, the single largest landholder inside and outside the town after the crown itself. Because considerable portions of that property were likely to be held as cotos, or immunities, he wielded secular authority within their confines as well.

Until the death of Alvar Fáñez in the spring of 1114, this powerful and able noble would have had the ultimate disposition of the military forces of the city, and for three years afterward the influence of Alfonso of Aragón seems to have prevailed in the city and region. But after Alfonso Raimúndez entered the city in the late fall of 1117, the "Anales toledanos" credits Archbishop Bernard with the leadership of their forces in 1118. It is likely that, in the name of the king, he was thereafter the ordinary leader of the Toledan host, as were so many archbishops of that city subsequently.

So far as the internal government of Toledo is concerned, the archbishop does not appear explicitly as either its señor or royal governor, in any document known to me. Nor does it appear from any document of Alfonso VI or Urraca that the city was governed by a council, or concejo. Perhaps no single council could have coped with the affairs of the variegated communities of Muslims, Jews, Mozárabes, Castilians, and French that composed Toledo's population. Of these, the Mozárabes and the Castilians had their own fueros, guaranteed by royal charter. Whether all did we simply do not know. The single fuero for all the inhabitants supposedly issued by Alfonso Raimúndez on November 16, 1118 is a later production from a private source that imitates chancery norms of a variety of periods.

It is likely that civil authority in the city was subdivided among a variety of royal officials of whom the archbishop may have been one. There is good evidence late in the reign of Alfonso VI for a "princeps toletane militia," and this officer perhaps also wielded civil authority. This title does not appear during the reign of Urraca but it is certainly the dignity held by Alvar Fáñez down to 1114.

That the crown held a number of palaces in Toledo and its immediate environs is well known. These would normally have been under the care of a royal merino, who might well have had civil jurisdiction as was the case almost everywhere. Such was certainly the case in the reign of Alfonso VI, for there is evidence of the position of "Toletanorum populi iudex atque prepositus," and "prepositus" is often a synonym for "merino." But no such term appears for the reign of Urraca.

The most prominent official in Toledo during the latter's reign is the alcalde. Two documents show that one Ramiro Froilaz held that position in 1123 and 1124. González Palencia identified no less than seven individuals who were alcaldes between 1114 and 1125, although some of these may have had jurisdiction solely among the Mozárabic community in Toledo. In 1115 it appears from a private document that the Castilians in Toledo had their own judge. But the usage, borrowed from Islam, of the term Zahlmedina as the equivalent of "alcalde" during the reigns both of Alfonso VI and of Urraca, strengthens the belief that the city had one justiciar whose authority was citywide and superior.

In fact we shall probably not be far from the mark if we posit that the city had one royal alcalde, or judge, and five other alcaldes, one for each of the five major communities of the town, and that the jurisdiction of the former began where the rights of the crown or intercommunity concerns were involved. It is certain that each group of inhabitants had its own legal usages and customs, whether or not guaranteed by formal royal fuero, but some provision was needed for affairs that transcended their
particular interests. It seems equally likely that all these judges were appointed by the crown, although the advice of Archbishop Bernard would have been sought and perhaps also usually determined the result. In the selection of an alcalde for one of the particular groups, some advice would probably have been solicited from its members simply as a practical device.

There is also some indication that the major towns of what may be roughly styled the alfoz of Toledo had their own alcaldes. Madrid did in 1123. One is cited for Oreja in 1115. Finally, Talavera de la Reina seems to have had an alcalde in 1118. Again, these officials were probably chosen by the crown on the advice of the archbishop of Toledo and the local communities. Given the conditions of the age, virtually all such officials must have been selected from the most important men of the local community, who would often have had to support their authority with their own resources because the ability of the crown to assist them was so limited in the trans-Duero.

If the sources for Toledo are scant, those for the episcopal cities of Ávila and Salamanca are virtually nonexistent. Both were repopulated by Urraca's first husband, Count Raymond, about 1100, but Ávila is invisible in the documents until its bishop appears in 1121. The earliest records of the cathedral there begin only with the reign of Alfonso VII, and the chronicle of the city is late and the early material in it legendary.

The bishops of Salamanca are well recorded for the reign of Urraca, appearing in some twenty-seven documents. Urraca, however, made no surviving grant to Salamanca, which lay in an area contested with her half sister Teresa of Portugal. The cathedral archives of that town contain only five documents from the period prior to March 1126, and the fuero of Salamanca, in the form in which it survives, is a much later product.

From the charter of Count Raymond of Burgundy to Bishop Jerome of Salamanca in 1102 it appears that the city was then a señorial town. That is, it was subject to the authority of Raymond along with Ávila and Zamora in a virtual appanage of the crown that stretched from the Bay of Biscay and Galicia down to the Guadarramas. Purportedly, at the death of Raymond in 1107 Salamanca and Zamora passed into the control of Bishop Jerome in secular as in ecclesiastical affairs, but there is good reason to suspect the charter of Alfonso VI that informs us of the grant.

During the early part of the civil war in the reign of Urraca, between late 1109 and 1112, Count Henry of Portugal seems to have controlled Salamanca and Zamora. After his death in April 1112 his widow, Teresa, certainly contested the area with Urraca. When Alfonso Raimúndez was installed in Toledo in December 1117 with his mother's blessing, control of Salamanca also passed to the young king.

The authority of any of these successive sovereigns in the city may have been either direct or indirect. We simply do not know whether they did indeed establish señorial power of the bishop there, ruled through a more immediate creature of the crown, or transferred the "honor" to a secular señor. There is a tradition that the last of these options prevailed but no hard evidence. The few relevant documents extant mention neither concejo nor alcaldes, so we remain ignorant also of the sort of subordinate instrumentalities that must have been employed.

Zamora, though just north of the Duero and thus technically within the old kingdom of León, obviously shared a common history with Ávila and Salamanca. Its development during the reign of Urraca is similarly obscure. Before the death of Bishop Jerome of Salamanca in 1120 it was an ecclesiastical dependency of that city. In regard to secular authority there, what has been said above of Salamanca can be applied equally to Zamora until 1117, when we find a royal castellan of Urraca in Zamora. Given the frontier status of the town it seems unlikely that civil and judicial authority were separated
from military authority. There are, however, no subsequent notices of a royal castellan in Zamora during the reign of Urraca. Yet the city remained under her ultimate control.

Once again, the problem of determining how the city was governed is a result of the scarcity of surviving records. With a few exceptions, the documents of Zamora begin in the reign of Alfonso VII. As early as 1094, Count Raymond of Burgundy had granted a so-called fuero to the nobles of a suburb of Zamora, but it takes the form of a series of personal exemptions rather than of a municipal charter. Although mention is made of a merino, a vicar, and judges, it is impossible to tell whether these are comital or local officials, rural or urban.

The next notice of city affairs comes in 1124, when Urraca ceded to Bishop Bernard of Zamora a tenth of the royal revenues there. The implication seems plain that the city was under direct royal control and that no señor, secular or ecclesiastical, intervened. Again no concejo or alcalde is mentioned. This status continued into the reign of Alfonso VII, for in 1132 he made a similar grant and exempted the clergy of Zamora from all lay jurisdiction. There is still no mention of subordinate officials of any sort nor of a council even though the town was prosperous enough to be the site of a royal mint and of a toll station. There was a famous royal castle in Zamora, and the likelihood is that its castellan governed the town, with the informal cooperation of Bishop Bernard from 1120.

Deep in the central trans-Duero, just twenty-five kilometers north of the Somosierra pass over the Guadarramas, is Sepúlveda. For more than a century before the fall of Toledo in 1085 it had been the advance post of the Christian Reconquista. Its famous fuero of Alfonso VI, dated November 17, 1076, has also been the subject of the most intensive study, and Sepúlveda has been the linchpin for elaboration of the theory of town government as practiced beyond the Duero from the eleventh through the thirteenth centuries.

The town had no bishop. Surviving documents tell us that Alfonso VI granted land in the area to the Castilian monastery of Silos in 1076. It certainly had a royal castle, but information about their castellans is scant. The castle was held by one Diego Téllez, a merino, about 1086. In 1122 it was in the hands of Jimeno Jiménez, who held it for Alfonso of Aragón. These three notices are the only ones that survive before well into the reign of Alfonso VII except for the fuero itself.

The earliest copy of the fuero that survives is a product of the latter twelfth century. It bears also the confirmation of Alfonso of Aragón and of Urraca, which could have been done only in 1110. Bearing in mind that the documents of Alfonso VI have not been edited or even studied in any systematic way, it seems to me that the copyist had before him at least one genuine document of Alfonso VI. The initial protocol, for example, is familiar, as is the final subscription of Alfonso. The presence of Queen Agnes, whose history is otherwise not well known, is reassuring, as is the subsequent confirmation by both Alfonso of Aragón and Urraca of Castilla. The confirmation by either separately would have had more authority in the late twelfth century.

Nevertheless, some diplomatic aspects of the copy are troubling. The various elements of the charter are not in the usual order. The signatories to it witness rather than confirm, which latter is usual. Should these departures be credited to scribal liberties and "improvements," or is something more serious indicated? There is at least one clear evidence that more than one document is being employed to make the copy: in the third section, Alfonso again appears in the nominative to grant specific boundaries to the men of Sepúlveda. This section is separately witnessed by four different nobles. Diplomatically such a practice is without precedent.

The possibility of interpolation thus cannot be ruled out and I am inclined tentatively to believe that, rather, it is indicated. The document as we have it, then, testifies to a real royal recognition of the
fueros of Sepúlveda by Alfonso VI in 1076 and the subsequent confirmation of his action by Alfonso of Aragón and Urraca in 1110. But the probability of the interpolation of the original charter raises major problems in the dating of substantive elements. For our purposes, it means that the town may have been governed by a concejo, with its own proper officers in the alcaldes, judges, and sayones, as early as Alfonso VI or as late as the latter twelfth century. The total evidence for the period of Urraca suggests that the men of the towns of the meseta beyond the Duero enjoyed a substantial amount of practical autonomy. But the question whether, during the reign of Urraca, the crown had formally recognized the auctoritas as well as the potestas of the town seems for now to remain open.

Fifty kilometers southwest of Sepúlveda is the city of Segovia. Like the former, Segovia is located just north of another pass through the Guadarramas, called Navacerrada. Alone among the cities of the trans-Duero, to our knowledge, Segovia twice rebelled against the authority of Urraca. The first rising occurred in the spring of 1114 and resulted in the death of Alvar Fáñez and the transfer of allegiance to Aragón. The second came in the early summer of 1118 when Urraca herself was in the city during a campaign to oust Aragonese authority in the trans-Duero. The restoration of the episcopate there in 1120 was at least in part due to Urraca's need to bolster her authority in Segovia. Even so, as late as December 1122 Alfonso of Aragón issued a charter of donation to its bishop. For our purposes the charter is particularly important, for it gives notice of a concejo functioning in the city with legal authority at least to convey land. But again, except for this useful bit of information, the record of the times is quite scant. No earlier royal grants to Segovia are known. Given the geographic position of the town, it is most likely that there was a royal or señorial castle there on the site of the present, much later, royal palace. Military authority was probably in the hands of its castellan, but he had at least to share civil jurisdiction with the concejo and between 1114 and 1118 may have been driven out and replaced by a delegate of the revolutionary town. In 1122 he was again replaced by Jimeno Jiménez, castellan of Alfonso of Aragón.

In 1123 Urraca's first and only charter to the church of Segovia confirmed the grant made by the town council to its bishop but makes no mention of any town or royal officials there. It seems probable, therefore, that a town council continued to be recognized by the crown in Segovia, although its powers would now have been confined by the presence of a bishop from 1120 and a restored royal castellan from as early as 1118.

Some fifty kilometers north of Segovia, in the señorial town of Cuéllar, there is notice of a document of 1110 in which Count Pedro Ansúrez made a donation of land jointly with the council of that town. If it can be credited, we have at least two instances of town councils in the trans-Duero during Urraca's reign regardless of the problems of the fueros as texts.

Two other cities of the region deserve brief mention. The fortress town of Sigüenza, at the eastern end of the Guadarramas astride the old road from Zaragoza to Toledo, fell to Urraca in January of 1124. Of her provisions for its life as a Christian town, we have only her charter to its bishop. She gave him a tenth of the tolls and the proceeds of the alcabala in Atienza and Medinaceli, captured about the same time. The implication is that Sigüenza was a royal town. Later in the same year, in a diploma of Alfonso Raimúndez, the picture becomes clearer. The young king added to the revenues of Sigüenza's bishop and spelled out the process by which they would be provided him. Therein it becomes clear that the king would have both a royal alcalde and a royal merino in the city. But there is no mention of a concejo.

As for Medinaceli, it apparently had been given a fuero by Alfonso VI after he had reconquered it from the Murábits in 1104. Sometime after the Christian rout at Uclés in 1108 the city had been regained by the Muslim and passed again into the power of Urraca only in 1124. The fuero, sometimes attributed to Alfonso of Aragón, is the only document for the city of the period, and it survives only in
thirteenth- and fourteenth-century copies. If the texts are to be accepted as faithful copies rather than as a composite of earlier and later provisions that portray the government of the town in the late eleventh century, then Medinaceli had a concejo whose officers were a judge, alcaldes, and at least one sayon. Moreover, the concejo itself is portrayed as establishing the fueros with the consent of King Alfonso. Even if we discount the lateness of the copies of the fuero, they reflect a remarkable sophistication and a startling confidence in the ability of what must have been a relatively small minority of Christians in a still predominantly Muslim town to rule themselves on the edge of a hostile frontier. In such a form it is difficult to accept them as truly applying to the Medinaceli either of Alfonso VI in 1094 or of Urraca in 1124.

The fueros mention a royal merino, and other sources say that Count Pedro González of Lara held Medinaceli in 1110. In allowing these latter features, certainly we are on firm ground.

North of the Duero, however, in the older territories of León-Castilla, there were a variety of other towns. They lay for the most part along the Camino de Santiago, the pilgrim road that stretched from the Pyrenees through Burgos to Santiago de Compostela. Between these two cities lay Sahagún, León, Astorga, and Lugo. Far to the north of that highway, which enriched and invigorated the cities through which it passed, lay the old royal city of Oviedo. South of it were Palencia, Valladolid Orense, and Tuy. All but two of these cities had been the longtime seats of bishoprics, which added to their prosperity and importance. Sahagún had grown up around the primary royal monastery of Sahagún, and Valladolid had been founded by the powerful house of Pedro Ansúrez. The documentation of their respective histories is fuller, but it is still almost always only the charters of their ecclesiastical establishments that have survived from this period. What studies of the towns do exist are usually chronicles with an ecclesiastical viewpoint. These must serve to cast some light upon their government.

Burgos is a starting point even though Urraca's control of the town was fitful. After her break in 1110 with her husband, Alfonso of Aragón, the fortunes of war determined who actually dominated the city. Urraca took it in 1113 but lost it again in 1114. Assuredly, local forces played some part in determining who ruled there at any given time just as they did at Segovia far to the south. Likewise, disputed episcopal elections, which resulted in the practical suspension of episcopal authority in the city between 1114 and 1117 and again from late 1118 until 1124, must also have exerted pressures upon municipal institutions.

To be sure, whether León or Aragón held the loyalty of the city, the royal castle that loomed over the town on the Arlanzón always meant that the crown enjoyed at least military authority in the city. As to civil authority, the crown had recognized the customs of Burgos prior to 1085. The execution and enforcement of those laws remained, however, the prerogative of a royal judge, or iudex, chosen from among the citizens. On July 20, 1118 Urraca issued a diploma to the men of Burgos in which she agreed that the person chosen would not be compelled to serve against his will. Her son later included the same provision in his confirmation of the privileges of the city.

The evident unpopularity of the position argues the difficulty of exercising the royal authority in the city. In 1113 the fact that the citizens, including the Jewish colony, favored Urraca against the Aragonese was regarded as worthy of mention by the author of the "Historia Compostelana." A little later, the same source tells us, the burghers of the city, especially the French among them, pressed successfully for a conference to arrange a reconciliation of the royal couple. The conference failed, of course, but the initiatives of the townsmen remained strong. Two letters of Pope Paschal II in 1115 cite the objections of the people of Burgos to their having been ignored in the selection of a new bishop for the city.
None of these sources mentions a concejo of the city, but there is evidence nonetheless that one existed. A private document of August 29, 1113 is witnessed by "toto concilio de Burgos." It was probably through this body, given the disruption of royal authority by civil war, that the men of Burgos appeared so prominently in the affairs of the time. Still, there are no traces of "popular" officials at the time, and the royal judge and royal castellan must have been the most influential members and the presiding officers of the concejo.

The custom of Burgos and the authority of its judge extended also over a fair number of villages of the surrounding countryside. This alfoz was not a solid, territorial block of land, however, but rather islands in a welter of other jurisdictions. Given no mention of a separate royal merino in Burgos during this period, it is likely that the administration of royal property in both the city and its alfoz fell within the competence of the royal judge as well.

Contemporary documents indicate that the government of the royal city of León discussed in the preceding chapter, was fairly similar. Like Burgos, León had its royal castle-palace, and a good number of the names of its castellans are known. In León royal property was separately administered by a royal merino and again we know some of their names. A wider authority, in the form of a countship of the city or the entire terra of León, seems to have been an occasional, emergency phenomenon.

The parallelism of government at León and Burgos is evident in the existence not only of its own customs, or fueros, but also of a concejo legally recognized by the crown. The confirmation by Urraca of the fueros of León in 1109 was addressed to it. No officials of the concejo are apparent in the documents of the time, so perhaps the royal merino in the town served as its presiding and executive officer; but the concejo's right to constitute special commissions for at least one legal purpose seems demonstrated in Urraca's confirmation. Without doubt, the authority of this council was circumscribed by that of the royal merino over royal property in the city and by that of the bishop over the large holdings of that see.

Nevertheless the concejo not only had achieved legal recognition in the city but had extended it into the countryside as well. Another charter of Urraca confirming the fueros of "vos homines de Legionense terra et de Carrione" should not be read as pertaining to a separate set of customs. Their extension is yet to be determined precisely, and the discussion of the alfoz of León by Estepa Díez should be modified in view of the fact that she seems not to know this document. As at Burgos, it was not a solid block of territory but instead islands of jurisdiction sharing the countryside with the authorities of the kings, bishops, monasteries, and señores.

Nevertheless, this royal recognition of the concejo's authority seems to have been sufficient to secure the steadfast allegiance of the burghers of León to Urraca throughout her reign, in contrast to what happened at Burgos, Carrión, Castrojeriz, Sahagún, and less seriously elsewhere. Alfonso of Aragón was never able to secure the support of the townsmen there as he did at these other places and we cannot be sure that the unsuccessful attack of her enemies on the royal fortress there in 1119 was the work of the burghers. It seems more likely that it involved a faction of the nobility. Despite the diverse population of the city -- a condition that it shared with most towns of the pilgrimage road -- which included Mozárabes, Franks, and Jews, the arrangements outlined above seem to have contented the townspeople. In addition, the obvious attractions of León's status as the royal city would have predisposed the Leonese to cooperate with the crown.

Farther west, at Astorga, whence the Camino de Santiago passes up into the mountains of Galicia, the state of affairs is almost impossible to determine. At Burgos and León the cathedral documents are so voluminous that they have not yet been adequately studied; at Astorga almost none of them survived the Napoleonic invasion. To be sure, the city had its bishop with the usual ecclesiastical and civil
jurisdictions. Whether it had a royal castle-palace and castellan is impossible to say. There is reference
to an old tower in the city in this period. Perhaps this fortress was held not by the crown but by
Count Froila Diaz of Astorga, who was given property in the city by Count Henry of Portugal and the
Infanta Teresa when they briefly held the city in 1112.

Comital jurisdiction within a city proper, however, was a rarity and the surviving notices do not make
it clear whether Froila was count of more than the terra of Astorga. So, too, notices of a merino in
Astorga are almost nonexistent and ambiguous. All that can be said with assurance is that, whatever
its government, the city was steadfastly loyal to Urraca. In 1110 it refused to accept Alfonso of Aragón.
By late 1111, at the nadir of Urraca's fortunes, it was briefly in the hands of Count Henry of
Portugal. In 1112 it withstood a siege by the king of Aragón and thereafter remained, apparently
contentedly, in her hands.

From Astorga the pilgrimage road passed up into the mountains and arrived at the hilltop fortress town
of Lugo. Here Urraca had her own chaplain installed as bishop by the Council of Palencia in 1113, and
the town served as one of the great pillars of her strength in Galicia until the end of the reign. Prior to
1113, in the confused days of 1110-1111 the town had supported the cause of Alfonso of Aragón,
according to the "Historia Compostelana"; its author, verbally flays the guilty without precisely
identifying them. It has been often assumed that the burghers of Lugo were supporters of Alfonso
on the model of those of Sahagún, but no evidence exists for such an assertion. It was the bishop of
Lugo who was deposed in 1113, although the charges against him seem to have been left at something
like negligence.

Urraca's concern to have a staunch supporter in her bishop there is even more understandable given the
fact that Lugo was a señorío. That is, at least from 1089 the bishop was the sole secular authority of the
town. There was no royal castle in the town, and no royal or municipal officials can be
documented for the reign of Urraca. Government by the bishop and his officials does not seem to have
occasioned popular unrest, as it did later in the century. Although the city served as a market for the
surrounding hill country and had its own mint in addition to the proceeds of the pilgrimage traffic, then
as now its development was limited by its upland isolation. At the time, the episcopal power was
likely to appear as protective instead of oppressive to the small burgher community.

In a twelfth-century town ruled by its bishop, the cathedral chapter performed something of the
mediating and advising function of a concejo. During this period its canons were usually drawn from
the major families of the town and its surrounding countryside and provided, severally, a voice for
those interests within episcopal councils. When circumstances were favorable they even chose their
bishop, although the crown tended more and more to make him a royal appointee. Additionally, the
increase in the power of the cathedral chapter over the resources of the church, so marked in this
period, made the chapter also a partner in the government of the town where the bishop was its señor
and its pastor.

Indeed, the major contest came in the countryside. There episcopal authority over the alfoz of the town
led to a series of clashes with Count Rodrigo Vélez of Lemos-Sarria. Because Urraca needed
the support of both the count and the bishop, she could not effectively decide matters between them.
At the end and as the goal of the pilgrimage lay the city of Santiago de Compostela, about whose
government and vicissitudes we know a great deal more than we do of Astorga or Lugo. Its bishop and
then archbishop, Diego Gelmírez, was one of the great political forces as well as one of the great
churchmen of the reign. From the biography that Gelmírez inspired, the "Historia Compostelana," and
the documents of the shrine of Saint James much can be gleaned.
There was no royal palace in or near the city of the saint. When necessary, the episcopal palace seems to have been pressed into service for royal functions. Nevertheless the crown was not without representatives in the city. As early as 1096 one Pelayo Gudestéiz appears in a charter of Count Raymond as "iudex regius loci sancti." In a private document of 1113 he is again cited as "iudex." In all likelihood he is the same person identified in 1109 and 1110 as a strong supporter of Urraca and therefore an opponent of Bishop Diego Gelmírez, Count Pedro Froilaz, and the party of the child Alfonso Raimúndez in those years. His continuance as royal judge in Compostela, despite the oscillations of royal policy due to the continuously changing factional scene in Galicia, is yet another indication of Urraca's real power in that province.

Pelayo Gudestéiz was not the sole royal judge in Compostela during this time. As early as 1105 one Pedro Daniélez appeared as "iudex" in a charter of Count Raymond. In 1112 he appeared as "iudex magni palatii" in a document of Urraca and in 1115 as "canonicus et iudex publicus" in a document of Bishop Gelmírez. Judges appear also in 1125, taking an oath to observe the customs of the city.

It has been asserted that these judges were four in number, that they were subordinates of the chief executive of the city, the *villicus civitate*, and that both he and they were named by Gelmírez. The documents, however, do not support so simple an interpretation of the facts. The account in the "Historia Compostelana" does not identify the judges of 1125 or give their number, nor does it state that they are subordinate to the villicus. It identifies them as the archbishop's judges. The most likely resolution of the difficulty is that there were both royal and episcopal judges in the city with differing jurisdictions.

The villicus himself probably had judicial as well as executive functions, although the account does not make that entirely clear, for the rigorous separation of the two was unknown at the time. Of this latter official we have no independent record. The "Historia Compostelana" tells us that Muño Gelmírez, brother of the bishop, had held the post and that, in the rebellion of 1117, another named Diego Strabo held it. Both were killed in that rebellion. Whereas the bishop held the señorial authority of the city, the villicus was the instrument through which he ordinarily exercised it. In this instance the latter was not, however, a military dignity, for we find Gelmírez himself leading the forces of his señorío when they were called out.

The villicus also in all likelihood was somewhat the agent of the concejo of the city as well as of its bishop, for the concejo participated in the government of Compostela. Its existence is cited as early as 1095 in a judicial capacity. Otherwise, it can be detected in operation only during the revolutionary circumstances of 1116. The "Historia Compostelana" informs us that the political initiative was taken by a conspiracy among the powerful of the city. When, however, they wished to take legal control of the city they had to resort to another vehicle.

The "Historia Compostelana" styles this body a "conventus" of the clergy and people rather than a "concilium." It should probably be understood to mean a concejo rather than an assembly of the entire populace. The revolutionary aspect consisted both in its direction by the leaders of the conspiracy rather than by the bishop, who was ordinarily its presiding officer, and in its functioning at all in his absence.

Another instance of the operation of such a body is to be seen in the events surrounding the oaths of 1125. On that occasion the events occurred in the presence of the "optimatibus cleri atque populi illius civitatis in unum convocatis," but Gelmírez clearly both had summoned them and was the
The men of Compostela ratified the actions, however. Also, the ordinary participation of the cathedral chapter in the secular authority of a bishop who was also señor is implied by the fact that the senior canons also gave their adherence to the agreement. This entire episode also indicates that the successful episcopal and royal reaction against the rebels of 1116-1117 did not entail a structural change in what had been, and continued to be, the ordinary government of the city.

Gelmírez's señorío extended beyond the limits of the city itself and the laws governing the city and the countryside were distinguishable. In his legislation of 1113 the city is excepted, but the concejo appears to have shared in his authority over the rural districts as well. Again, the Friday courts held at the episcopal palace to serve the rural populace also might be presided over by bishop, judges, or canons. The statutes themselves deal with a variety of civil, economic, religious, legal, and fiscal matters. Although the great dignity of the church of Santiago and the extraordinary forcefulness of Gelmírez made this case somewhat special, it would be a mistake to conceive the alfoz of Compostela as a solid block of territories either. The grant by Urraca in 1112 of all the royal lands between the Ulla and Tambre doubtless made the "honor" of Santiago more homogeneous than most, at least in that particular area. But islands of personal jurisdiction remained even there, and elsewhere the lands of Santiago were widely scattered.

Away from the bustling cities of the pilgrimage road, were two other cities of Galicia, hard by the border of modern Portugal. Túy and Orense were not infrequently controlled by the Infanta Teresa, but León finally managed to retain them despite the fact that both were better oriented by geography to a north-south trade than to an east-west one. The critical factor was the loyalty of their bishops, both of whom had been appointed by Alfonso VI and survived through the reign of his daughter. Alfonso was bishop of Túy from 1097 to 1131 and Diego was bishop of Orense from 1097 to 1132. Both towns seem to have been episcopal señoríos.

Túy was ruled by its bishop from 1095, when Count Raymond granted an extraordinarily well-defined immunity to the see that would have had that effect. Urraca granted but one generous charter to its bishop in 1112 that sheds no further light on the status quo. The documents of the period provide no notices of a concejo in the town or of subordinate officials, either episcopal or royal. Presumably the bishop's household or the cathedral chapter would have furnished such merinos or judges as were necessary to the life of a frontier town with a small, regional trade.

A charter of Alfonso VII in 1142 spelled out the episcopal jurisdiction over the town. The cathedral chapter was associated with the bishop, the latter was given the right to appoint judges, and the authority of the episcopal merino was recognized: A royal fortress that Alfonso said he had caused to be built in the town was also surrendered to the prelate. The wording of Alfonso's charter raises the question of how absolute the episcopal authority had in fact been heretofore. Considering the difficulty of enforcing royal authority in that remote area during the reign of Urraca, however, it is justifiable to conclude that the bishop was the real señor of the town during our period. By virtue of the charter of Count Raymond and subsequent grants, the bishop's writ ran in most of the immediately surrounding countryside as well.

Orense, like Túy, is the site of a cathedral whose documents have been largely unresearched. Two currently known documents serve to establish and define the episcopal authority over the city and its environs. In 1122 Bishop Diego, with the consent of the clergy and people, issued a fuero to its citizens. This action associated the canons of the cathedral with the bishop and was done with the joint permission of Urraca, Alfonso Raimúndez, Teresa of Portugal, and Count Fernando of Limia. No concejo is explicitly mentioned, but we should so understand the reference to clergy and people unless the inhabitants were issuing a fuero to themselves. No subordinate officials are named but their
employment is clearly envisioned by the fuero.

When in 1131 Alfonso VII recognized by charter that the city was "in dominio et obsequio episcopi et canonicorum" he was apparently confirming an arrangement already sanctioned [341] by his predecessors. (97) No royal castle is known to have existed in the city, and the documents currently known provide no evidence of royal officials there during Urraca's reign that would point to a different conclusion. The extent of the alfoz of the city has not yet been the object of study.

The organization of government in the only city of Asturias at the time, Oviedo, is more analogous to the pattern in Burgos or in León than to that in Galicia. The old royal city of the north for the entire reign of Urraca had as its bishop Pelayo, appointed in the time of Alfonso VI and unswervingly loyal to his daughter. Bishop Pelayo not only was an important political figure and a chronicler of Alfonso VI but also worked to make Oviedo a pilgrimage center on the model of Santiago de Compostela, based on its large collection of relics. Historians are still trying to isolate the forged and interpolated documents produced in his chancery from the genuine ones, (98) but he enjoyed considerable success in promoting the continued vitality of the city and its church. (99)

Despite its preoccupation in Castilla, Galicia, and Toledo, the crown maintained a strong presence in Oviedo. There was a royal palace there, and the names of two of the merinos who looked after royal interests and properties in the city have survived. (100) The evidence points also to the existence of a subordinate, or submerino, who assisted in royal administration. (101) Finally, we have the names of two judges, and although they are not explicitly called royal judges, the context suggests that they were just that. (102)

These two judges, appearing in the same document, reveal a further distinction in jurisdiction, one of them being styled "judge of those Franks." It seems that in Oviedo, as in Toledo, the Franks had a separate official if not a separate set of customs. Such a division does not seem to have retarded the appearance of a concejo of the entire city. In particular, references to such a body are prominent in the documents of the monastery of San Vicente. In 1114 a sale of property was consummated "nos in concilio legenter audivimus de manus nostros roboravimus." (103) Another sale of 1115, even more significantly, "in concilio fuit rovorada ante Christovalo Iohannes," suggests that the royal merino was the chief officer of the concejo. (104)

As in other cities of the time, the bishop would have had a formidable authority not only as prelate, but also as royal appointee and counselor and as landlord and immunist in [343] most episcopal lands. It does not appear, however, that he was señor of the city, and the purported donation of such an authority in 1112 by Urraca must be rejected as an interpolation to a royal charter of more limited scope. (105)

The other example of an episcopal señorío outside of Galicia exists at Palencia. That city, thirty-five kilometers south of Carrión de los Condes on the banks of the Río Carrión, had purportedly held that status since the time of Alfonso VI. As usual with such jurisdictions, there is no evidence of a royal castle, castellans, or officials in the city in the documents of the period. Again, as we have seen, its bishop was one of the staunchest supporters of Urraca.

The best evidence for episcopal control there is flawed, however. Alfonso VI's charter of March 31, 1090 reads "ut nulius morator seu habitator intra ambitum Pallentia vel circitum, cuius cumque conditionis aut generis vel ministerii aut legis sit, alium dominum habeat vel habere possit nisi solum Pallentinum episcopum et canonicos...." That is straightforward enough, but the language of the document is precocious for the period and the alfoz delineated is enormously extended to include even Arévalo, Olmedo, Tordesillas, and Simancas. There are also diplomatic problems with the document, and I have reluctantly concluded that it is a forgery based on a genuine charter of Alfonso. (106)
The question then becomes to what extent the forger was deliberately falsifying the situation of 1090. It is possible that his main concern was with establishing the enormous extent of the alfoz of Palencia and that the original charter did establish a more modest señorío of the bishop and canons. The problem is complicated by the fact that the documents of the cathedral of Palencia are presently uncatalogued and that the documents themselves are not arranged strictly chronologically.

Fortunately, there are two late copies of papal bulls of the period that confirm the possessions of the bishopric of Palencia, among which are mentioned "ipsam Palentiae civitatem sub iure ac dominio possidendam sicut a regibus data et concessa...." These are reinforced by a private document of the early reign of Alfonso VII that cites "petrus episcopus in palencia et senior in magaz." The latter also mentions a merino and a sayon for Palencia, who are no doubt episcopal rather than royal officials. The cumulative evidence seems to justify the assumption that Palencia was an episcopal town.

Forty kilometers southwest of Palencia on the bank of the Río Pisuerga, about fifteen kilometers before that stream enters the Duero, lay Valladolid. This town was the foundation of Count Pedro Ansúrez. Its size is hard to estimate for this period, but the consecration of its church in 1095 had drawn a great concourse of the ecclesiastics and secular magnates of the realm. On that occasion Count Pedro not only richly endowed the collegiate church and its abbot but also granted it an immunity and a barrio, or district, within the city itself. From this text it appears that the city already had a concejo and a comital merino and sayon who were presumably the former's presiding and executive officers. Given that they were specifically denied jurisdiction within the ceded barrio, the city must have consisted of at least two jurisdictions from this time on.

One suspects that the authority of the collegiate church and its abbot tended to grow in Valladolid both through pious grants and through its concern with more local matters than occupied the count. By 1100 the church had come to the direct attention of Alfonso VI, who made a grant to it. This document was confirmed by "Munio Didaz, Merino Regis." The same figure appeared again the following year as confirmant of an exchange of property between Santa María de Valladolid and the monastery of San Zoil in Carrión." It is possible that the growing importance of Valladolid was leading to at least a partial substitution of royal for comital authority there or that the crown was concerned with the power of Count Pedro generally, for in this period the name of Muño Díaz appeared as merino in Saldaña and Carrión too, where the count's writ also ran.

The authority of the church of Valladolid would also have been enhanced by Count Pedro's long absence from the realm during the years 1103-1109, and in 1110 Urraca granted to it lands previously held by the count. Nevertheless, the count continued to be a patron of Santa María de Valladolid and in his donation of 1114 one "Dominico Belaskiz Maiorino" appears, although whose official he was is not clear. The count's final donation the following year adds no information about jurisdictions, but two private documents of almost the same time were witnessed by an alcalde.

Pedro Ansúrez died in late 1117 or 1118 but his heirs continued to be prominent in the affairs of the realm. It is likely that the señorío of Valladolid continued in the family, although we do not know who inherited it. No royal castle was built in the town, and the abbot of the collegiate church did not possess the prestige that would have allowed the usurpation of the señorío. The divisions of Urraca's reign may have allowed the growth of the concejo's powers under these circumstances.

Finally, one other spot on the pilgrim road to Compostela needs some brief consideration. It was not a city boasting an episcopate like the others; rather, its center was the royal abbey and pantheon of Sahagún. The rich documentation of that monastery is bolstered by a chronicle of an anonymous contemporary, who detailed the revolt there against abbatial authority in the years 1111-1117. In both the relative fullness of information and the fact that both were ecclesiastical señoríos that experienced
popular revolt against the prevailing condition, Sahagún parallels fairly closely Santiago de Compostela.

Royal favor, the prestige of the monastery itself and its [347] location on the pilgrim road had combined to make it a center of a diverse population by the late reign of Alfonso VI, who established the authority of its abbot, according to "Las crónicas anónimas."[116] The author does not say when the latter event took place. Various documents of the monastery would have it as early as 1085 or 1087, but it has been adequately demonstrated that these are later forgeries.[117] Since there were a royal palace, baths, and mill there as late as 1093, it is most unlikely that the grant of Alfonso VI antedated that year.[118] On the other hand, abbatial authority had been established by 1096, in which year that prelate issued a fuero to the inhabitants.[119]

Abbatial authority over the village probably continued until the reign of Urraca, for in 1110 the abbot issued a rather generous fuero to another dependency.[120] Moreover, it was the abbot of whom the burguers of Sahagún asked permission to fortify the village in 1110.[121] During the years 1111 to 1114, although the chronological record is never completely[348] clear, the town was most often in the hands of a castellan of the king of Aragón, but this was a wartime innovation.[122]

It is clear during this period that the burgurers of the town were quite capable of corporate action, but although a hermandad, a conspiración, and a conjuración are all mentioned, a concejo never is.[123] When the town returned its allegiance to the abbot his confirmation of a new fuero, drawn up by the burgurers themselves, was eagerly if unsuccessfully sought but again there is no mention of a concejo nor, for that matter, of any of the charter's provisions.[124]

When the abbot had regained full control of the town in the fall of 1116, Urraca explicitly confirmed the abbatial señorío there.[125] Again there is no mention of a concejo in that document, but there is such a mention in a similar charter of Alfonso Raimúndez to Sahagún three years later. Unfortunately, the latter should be regarded as a later reworking of Urraca's grant.[126] The authority of the abbot apparently remained unmodified until the death of Urraca at least, for as late as 1125 he issued a fuero to the men of Sahagún in his own name and that of the monks, though "concessione regine."[127][349] Occasional references to vicars or provosts in some of these documents do not make clear whether monastic or town officials were involved, but the former seems more likely.

On the basis of this survey of the documentary evidence, the most appropriate generalization is that the ordinary form of municipal government in the realm of León-Castilla during the reign of Urraca was government by royal castellan, alcalde, or iudex. The examination also indicates that these three were not necessarily distinct offices in the minds of contemporaries.

This type of government did not prevail only in three of the most important cities of the realm's heartland, at Burgos, León, and Oviedo. It was typical also of the new, imperial city of Toledo on the Tajo. In the trans-Duero it predominated as well whenever royal authority could be made effective there, as at Zamora from 1117, at Segovia from 1118, and at Sigüenza and Medinaceli from 1124.

The next most important type of municipal government was episcopal rule. In the western province of Galicia bishops governed the diminutive frontier towns of Tuy and Orense, the hill town of Lugo, and the prosperous pilgrim center at Santiago de Compostela. The same was true of Palencia in Castilla.

Of the machinery of government at Ávila, Salamanca, and Astorga, too little is known to characterize it. The same is true of tiny Burgo de Osma, if that outpost bishopric can really be characterized as a town during this period.
Royal and episcopal government, however, should not be too sharply distinguished. At Santiago de Compostela a royal judge had some jurisdiction even within an episcopal señorío, and this arrangement very likely had parallels elsewhere. No jurisdiction of the period was monolithic in respect of persons or of property. More important, bishops were, for all practical purposes, nominated by the crown and their ties [350] to it remained very close, as a study of royal charters indicates. By the same token, even in a royal town the bishop was as much a counsellor of the crown as any castellan, probably as great a landlord and immunist, and possessed an extensive ecclesiastical jurisdiction as well. Few really important matters can have been decided against his advice.

Alternative forms of government in important towns are few. Sahagún was ruled by the monastery's abbot, but his relationship to the crown was closer even than that of most bishops. Valladolid and the smaller Cuéllar stand alone as sizable towns in the hands of a great noble, and Pedro Ansúrez was most closely related to the crown. Only Sepúlveda offers the possible example of a town governing itself. Even Carlé, who accepts its fuero as a contemporary document, hesitates before drawing such a conclusion.(128)

On the other hand, the concejo seems to have been a fairly generalized subordinate institution of government in the reign of Urraca. In royal towns one existed at Burgos, León, Oviedo, Segovia, Sepúlveda, and Medinaceli. There is no evidence for one at Toledo, Zamora, or Sigüenza. In episcopal towns a concejo is documented for Compostela and probably Orense but not for Túy, Lugo, or Palencia. As for the other towns, Valladolid and Cuéllar had councils under Pedro Ansúrez but Sahagún seems to have had none.

The subordinate officialdom of the towns cannot be grouped in any finally convincing pattern, although this may be a function of the character of the sources or of the latter's near absence at times. At Toledo there was an alcalde whose jurisdiction appears to have been superior, with other alcaldes who were judges only for the Castilians and Mozárabes, respectively. In other words, the cultural diversity of the population, with some groups certainly possessed of their own fueros, forced an elaboration of officials. Something similar occurred in Oviedo, which had two judges, one of them for [351] the Franks. But there is no such diversification at either León or Burgos, both of which had cosmopolitan populations.

At Oviedo too there is clear evidence for a hierarchy of officials, with a merino and a submerino, and also convincing evidence that the merino functioned within the concejo. From Compostela there is evidence only that more than one judge existed in the town and that there was also a villicus civitate, but the subordination of the former to the latter is only inferential.

It is tempting to relate, then, greater complexity of administration to the size of the town, but from León we know only one merino and from Burgos only one judge. Both towns must have been comparable in population to Oviedo and Compostela. Little Túy furnishes evidence of a plurality of judges and a merino but the evidence is from the 1140s. Sigüenza had an alcalde and a merino, Palencia a merino and a sayon, and Valladolid an alcalde merino, and sayon. Finally, although it would be pleasant to be sure that during Urraca's reign castellans were always vigorously distinguished from merinos, and merinos from alcaldes or judges, the documents do not inspire any such certainty. Instead, the one constant reminder, in particular, is that all such officials were both administrators and judges.

---

[350] [351]
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